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Details of Visit:

Author: kingpin9
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 10 Jul 2014 12:00
Duration of Visit: 4 Hours
Amount Paid: 250
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: LMP Birmingham
Website: http://www.ladymarmaladeparties.com
Phone: 07936767827
Phone: 07805599001

The Premises:

A discreet apartment in a block in a nice suburb of Birmingham. Plenty of free parking and
surprisingly cool given how hot and sunny it was outside. Two showers in the bathroom, and they
got well-used!

The Lady:

Emily, Vera and Gina were there, their pics are on the the Lady Marmalade web-site. Emily is tall
while Gina and Vera are quite petite, Gina has lots of tattoos. Also there was Keeley who I would
describe as an English rose, perhaps not so striking as the others but very pretty and sexy. Lots of
variation then, something for everyone. If I had to guess I would say that they were all mid-twenties
to just into their thirties but I was too much of a gentleman to ask!

The Story:

I actually did the first and third parties on the day, giving me a few hours to recover in-between -
and I needed them - so the cost and time listed are for both together. At both parties the ladies were
dressed as sexy secretaries, well skirts at least with sexy lingerie prominent, but the clothes soon
came off. I had some fun with all the girls over the four hours, for some reason the penetrative sex
was almost entirely with Keeley who I really liked; the way things worked out I was either too excited
when with the other girls and had to spunk my load over their gorgeous tits (as you do!) or I wasn't
quite ready enough. All the girls could suck you all day long and liked having their pussies licked, I
was particularly impressed by Gina - quite rough and hard, which I like - and Keeley who could take
my entire length between her lovely lips.

I've been to parties before where there have been long breaks in the action, but these girls were at
it for essentially all the time so I certainly got my money's worth. And four spunkings in total over
Emily, Gina and Keeley (twice) were certainly well-deserved. Some of the other guys were so horny
they were cumming at twice that rate, pretty impressive but it just shows how hard-working the girls
were.
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In short, a fabulous day, totally knackered me, but excellent fun. The only problem for me is taking
time off work to attend them! But if they keep going in Birmingham and/or Bristol then I'm sure I'll go
to more.
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